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This bibliography attempts to present the publications on the history of the Cold War published after 1989, the beginning of the „archival revolution” in the former Soviet bloc countries. While this first edition is far from complete, it collects a huge number of books, articles and book chapters on the topic. An enlarged and updated edition will be completed in 2018.

The Cold War History Research Center owes special thanks to the Parallel History Project on Cooperative Security (formerly: on NATO and the Warsaw Pact) in Zurich–Washington D.C. for their permission to use the Selective Bibliography on the Cold War Alliances, compiled by Anna Locher and Cristian Nünlist, available at:
General Cold War History
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• BÉKÉS, Csaba (Ed.): The Bibliography of New Cold War History, Budapest, Cold War History Research Center, 2017 (www.coldwar.hu)


• BLANTON, Tom (Ed.): CIA Bay of Pigs Secrecy Case Reaches Appeals Court, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 450, Washington D.C., 2013


• BURR, William (Ed.): "We can't go on the way we are" U.S. Proposals for a Fissile Material Production Cutoff and Disarmament Diplomacy during the 1950s and 60s, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 321, Washington D.C., 2010


• BURR, William (Ed.): The Secrecy Court of Last Resort, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 276, Washington D.C., 2009
• CHOLLET, Derek—FREEMAN, Bennett (Eds.): The Secret History of Dayton, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 171, Washington D.C., 2005
• CIOT, Melania-Gabriela: Modelul negociatorului: (idiosyncrasiile în procesul decizional al politicii externe) [The Model Negotiator (Idiosyncrasies in the Decision-Making Process of Foreign Policy)]. Cluj-Napoca, Eikon, 2012
• DAN, Vasile: Frontiere diplomatice [Diplomatic Frontiers]. Cluj-Napoca, Casa Cărții de Știință, 2011
• FEINSTEIN, Tamara (Ed.): The CIA and Nazi War Criminals, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 146, Washington D.C., 2005
• GAFENCU, Grigore - CALAFETEANU, Ion: Jurnal [Journal]. Târgovişte, Cetatea de Scaun, 2012
• GAGOS, Cornelia: Privirea celuilalt [The Gaze of the Other]. Iaşi, Institutul European, 2006
• JONES, Nate (Ed.): Inside Able Archer 83, the Nuclear War Game that Put Soviet-U.S. Relations on “Hair Trigger”, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 569, Washington D.C., 2016
• JONES, Nate—HARPER, Lauren (Eds.): The Zero Dark Thirty File, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 410, Washington D.C., 2013
• JUVERDEANU, Lăcrămioara: Echilibrul extern în economia deschisă [External Economy and Open Economy]. Iași, Editura Universității "Alexandru Ioan Cuza", 2013
• KORNBLUH, Peter (Ed): Kissinger blocked demarche on international assassinations to condor states, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 312, Washington D.C., 2010
• KORNBLUH, Peter (Ed.): CIA forced to release long secret official history of bay of pigs invasion, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 353, Washington D.C., 2011
• LAHOVAR, Alexandru Em. - STÂNESCU, Adrian: Memorialistică diplomatică [Diplomatic Memoirs]. Iași, Institutul European, 2009
• LEFFLER, Melvin P. - WESTAD, Odd Arne (Eds.): The Cambridge History of the Cold War. Vols.1-3 Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010
• LEFFLER, Melvin. P.: For the soul of mankind: The United States, the Soviet Union, and the Cold War. New York, Hill and Wang, 2008
• MARUZSA, Zoltán: A német újrafegyverkezés és a hidegháború 1945-1969, [German rearmament and the Cold War], Budapest, L’Harmattan Kiadó, 2012
MOISUC, Viorica: Istoria relațiilor internaționale până la mijlocul secolului al XX-lea [The History of International Relations Until the Middle of the 20th Century]. București, Editura Fundației "România de Mâine", 2007


OTU, Petre: Pacea de mâine: documente ale Comisiei constituite în vederea pregătirii conferinței de pace de după cel de-al doilea război mondial (1942-1944) [The Peace of Tomorrow: Documents of the Commission formed for preparing the peace conference after the Second World War (1942-1944)]. București, Editura Militară, 2006


RICHESLON, Jeffrey T (Ed.): Intelligence Center Tracks Missile Launches Worldwide 24/7, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 489, Washington D.C., 2014


• RICHELSON, Jeffrey T (Ed.): The Vela Incident, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 190, Washington D.C., 2006
• ROMIJN, Peter – SCOTT-SMITH, Giles - SEGAL, Joes (Eds.): Divided Dreamworlds? The cultural Cold War in East and West. Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 2012.
• SASSOON, Donald: One Hundred Years of Socialism. New York, New Press, 1998.
• SAVRANSKAYA, Svetlana—BLANTON, Thomas (Eds.): Fall of Berlin Wall Caused Anxiety More than Joy at Highest Levels, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 293, Washington D.C., 2009
• SAVRANSKAYA, Svetlana—BLANTON, Thomas (Eds.): Reagan, Gorbachev, and Bush at Governor’s Island, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 261, Washington D.C., 2008
• SAVRANSKAYA, Svetlana—BLANTON, Tom (Eds.): To the Geneva Summit, National Security Archive Briefing book, No. 172, Washington D.C., 2005


• (LEFFLER, Melvin P.) - WESTAD, Odd Arne (Eds.): The Cambridge History of the Cold War. Vols.1-3 Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010
• WESTAD, Odd Arne: The Cold War: A World History. London Allen Lane, 2017

Articles / Book chapters
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• HERSHBERG, James G: The Global Cuban Missile Crisis- Surfing the Third Wave of Missile Crisis Scholarship, *CWIHP Bulletin*, 2012, No. 17/18, 7-10


• LOBB, Michael: The policy-making process: the foreign relations committee’s role in determining the United States’ role in the International Court of Justice. *International Organization*, Winter 2013, Vol. 67, No. 1, 43–72


• MAJOR, Patrick - MITTER, Rana: East is East and West is West? Towards a comparative socio-cultural history of the Cold War, Cold War History, 2006, Vol. 4, No. 1, 1-22
• MAJOR, Patrick: Future perfect? Communist science fiction in the Cold War, Cold War History, 2006, Vol. 4, No. 1, 71-96
• MANCHANDA, Arnav: When truth is stranger than fiction: the Able Archer incident, Cold War History, 2009, Vol. 9, No. 1, 111-133
• MARTINI, Edwin A: World on fire: the politics of napalm in the Global Cold War, Cold War History, 2015, Vol. 16, No. 4, 463-481
• MORRISON, John N. L: Intelligence in the Cold War, Cold War History, 2014, Vol. 14, No. 4, 575-591


• NEHRING, Holger & ZIEMANN, Benjamin: Do all paths lead to Moscow? The NATO dual-track decision and the peace movement—a critique, *Cold War History*, 2011, Vol. 12, No. 1, 1-24


• PAINTER, David: A Partial History of the Cold War, *Cold War History*, 2006, Vol. 6, No. 4, 527-534


• PEACOCK, Margaret: The perils of building Cold War consensus at the 1957 Moscow World Festival of Youth and Students, *Cold War History*, 2012, Vol. 12, No. 3, 515-535


ROMERO, Federico: Cold War historiography at the crossroads, *Cold War History*, 2014, Vol. 14, No. 4, 685-703


RUBINSON, Paul: The global effects of nuclear winter: science and antinuclear protest in the United States and the Soviet Union during the 1980s, *Cold War History*, 2013, Vol. 14, No. 1, 47-69


SEED, David: The debate over nuclear refuge, *Cold War History*, 2006, Vol. 4, No. 1, 117-142

SHAW, Tony: ‘Some writers are more equal than others’: George Orwell, the state and cold war privilege, *Cold War History*, 2006, Vol. 4, No. 1, 143-170


• **SOARES, John:** Averell Harriman has changed his mind: the Seattle speech and the rhetoric of Cold War confrontation, *Cold War History*, 2009, Vol. 9, No. 2, 267-286


• **SORENSON, David S - WOOD, Pia Christina:** The Politics of Peacekeeping in the Post-Cold War Era. London, Published by Frank Cass 2005.

• **SPELLING, Alex:** ‘Recrimination and reconciliation’: Anglo-American relations and the Yom Kippur War, *Cold War History*, 2012, Vol. 13, No. 4, 485-506


• **TANNENWALD, Nina:** First Conference on Understanding the End of the Cold War, *CWIHP Bulletin*, 1998, No. 11, 277-279

• **TOBIN, Kathleen A:** People, not property: population issues and the neutron bomb, *Cold War History*, 2016, Vol. 16, No. 3, 307-325


• **VAN ALSTEIN, Maarten:** The meaning of hostile bipolarization: Interpreting the origins of the Cold War, *Cold War History*, 2009, Vol. 9, No. 3, 301-319


• **WENGER, A. - SURI, J.:** At the Crossroads of Diplomatic and Social History: The Nuclear Revolution, Dissent, and Détente, *Cold War History*, 2010, Vol. 1, No. 3, 1-42

• **WESTAD, Odd Arne:** Devices and Desires: On the Uses of Cold War History, *Cold War History*, 2006, Vol. 6, No. 3, 373-376


• **WOLFF, David:** Cold War Endpoints?: Beginning the Debate, *CWIHP, Bulletin*, 1998, No. 10, 183

• **WOLFF, David:** Leadership Transition in a Fractured Bloc, *CWIHP Bulletin*, 1998, No. 10, 1-3

• **WOLFF, David:** The Drama of the Plenums : A Call to Arms, *CWIHP Bulletin*, 1998, No. 10, 5-6
